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ABSTRACT

Deep neural networks are widely used for text pair classification tasks such as adhoc information retrieval. These deep neural networks are not inherently interpretable and require additional efforts to get rationale behind their decisions. Existing explanation models are not yet capable of inducing alignments between the query terms and the document terms – which part of the document rationales are responsible for which part of the query? In this paper, we study how the input perturbations can be used to infer or evaluate alignments between the query and document spans, which best explain the black-box ranker’s relevance prediction. We use different perturbation strategies and accordingly propose a set of metrics to evaluate the faithfulness of alignment rationales to the model. Our experiments show that the defined metrics based on substitution-based perturbation are more successful in preferring higher-quality alignments, compared to the deletion-based metrics.
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1 INTRODUCTION

BERT-based neural network models have shown state-of-the-art performance in information retrieval tasks [2, 3, 11, 21]. However, due to their complex architectures, they have remained a black box and their underlying decision-making mechanisms are not clear, even to domain experts. There have been efforts to explain black-box models’ behavior in terms of the input features (e.g., tokens in document ranking), either by assigning importance scores to the features or selecting a subset of features that are important to preserve the model’s decisions [5, 6, 10, 17].

However, we found few works that answer the alignment question: “If certain document tokens are important for relevance to the query, which part of the query do they respond to?” Figure 1 illustrates the goal of alignment. When exact match or soft match based ranking models were used, the alignment between query tokens and document tokens could be acquired with little additional effort. Such alignment information has also used to provide more information to users, such as summarizing and visualizing each of query terms appearances in long document [7, 8], also demonstrating the important of this alignment issue.

Acquiring alignment has two approaches: (1) aiming at building (ideally) ‘correct’ or useful alignments regardless of query-document scoring model, or (2) seeking an alignment that best explains (is faithful to) the model. We target the second approach here.

We investigate the possible uses of input perturbation approaches, which make no assumption about the model’s internal architecture. If the model outputs different decisions for a perturbed instance (a small change to the inputs), we can expect that the changed features are somehow responsible for the model decisions. To expand feature importance to alignment explanation, one can test if importance of some document tokens depends on the existence of certain query terms. Unfortunately such complex perturbation is more likely to bring undesired consequences such as making the input text ungrammatical [6] or changing its meaning drastically such that the model’s decision changes more than we would expect given small perturbations. For example, consider the case when the query is “Where is SIGIR 2022” and we want to test which parts of a document are responsible for each of “Where” is” and “SIGIR 2022”. If we remove “SIGIR 2022” from the query, the query becomes “Where is?” and “SIGIR 2022”. If so the model’s decision changes more than we would expect.
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Figure 1: An example alignment for the query span ‘Where is’

The contributions of our paper are as followings:
(1) We propose perturbation-based metrics to evaluate alignment rationale for query-document relevance.\(^1\)
(2) We investigate the behavior of the proposed metrics and demonstrate that they are mostly not strong enough to make binary decisions on alignment quality (good or bad), but they can be used to rank two alignment models.
(3) We propose that building perturbed instances that are more comparable to the instance being explained, is the key to improvement of evaluation metrics. We showed that a simple approach to get more comparable instances increases the metric coverage from 13% to 68%.\(^2\)

2 RELATED WORKS
Jiang et al. [9] generate alignment rationale for the natural language inference task. The alignment is built and evaluated based on the attention mask. Specifically, the attention vector across two segments is removed if they are not in the alignment. There are two notable limitations. First, the method and evaluation is dependent on the specific architecture of the model. Second, in case of BERT-based models, the attention flow inside the same segment and the flow to special tokens ([CLS] or [SEP]) are always kept. Thus, the alignment could be built through these tokens even when the direct attention vectors are dropped.

Models for explaining information retrieval models can be categorized into two groups. First category relies on interpretable features such as exact match features [16, 17, 19]. The second category only selects (or assigns importance to) tokens of the documents as explanation and do not build explicit alignments between each of query terms and the selected document tokens [5, 14, 18, 20, 23]. Neither categories of the existing explanation models are directly applicable for building relevance alignments.

There are studies to understand the behavior of BERT- or transformer-based models by inspecting their attention weights [13, 22]. While the supposedly aligned tokens tend to have higher weights than the others, many of the weights might actually not change the model decision when removed [13]. Moreover, there are hundreds of different attention weights between any single token pairs, and how to combine them is yet an unsolved challenge.

In model explanation literature, sufficiency and necessity metrics are often used to measure faithfulness of explanations (rationales) [1, 4]. These two metrics do not penalize rationales for being too verbose and tend to favor longer rationales. When explanation models provide real-valued scores for input tokens, the rationales can be forced to be concise by selecting the top-k% of tokens as the final rationales [9], but this strategy is not applicable when the explanation models only provide binary decisions. In our work, we propose a modification of the necessity metric to control the verbosity, which is applicable even when only tokens are given binary scores.

3 ALIGNMENT RATIONALES
Let \(f\) be a black-box classifier model that given a query \(q\) and document \(d\), returns the probability of \(d\) being relevant to \(q\), i.e., \(f(q,d) \rightarrow [0,1]\). We assume that the model predicts a document \(d\) as relevant to the query \(q\) if its output is higher than a pre-defined threshold \(\theta_r\), i.e., \(f(q,d) \geq \theta_r\), and otherwise predicts it as non-relevant. We use \(R(q,d) = 1\) to denote that document \(d\) is considered as relevant by the model \(f\), and \(R(q,d) = 0\) to denote the non-relevance prediction.

The prediction of model \(f\) for a given pair \((q,d)\) can be explained in different formats depending on the desired goal for explanations. We focus on the explanation of text matching between the query and document as text matching has been shown to be a strong signal of relevance.

Assume that \(q\) and \(d\) are split into two sets of text spans \(Q\) and \(D\), respectively. The segmentation unit can be tokens, phrases, or sentences, and can vary for the query and document. We consider that each text span of the query indicates one requirement of relevance. Intuitively, the model checks if each of the requirements is satisfied by checking spans in \(D\). Assuming that the model performs such matching process, alignment explanations provide more sensible description of model behavior compared to token- or word-level explanations [15].

To evaluate alignment rationales for relevance ranking, we need metrics that capture the degree to which the rationales extracted by an explanation model are in fact contributed to the model prediction. Our goal is to define metrics for evaluating the faithfulness of alignment rationales. Once the evaluation metrics are established, they can be used as bases for alignment generation methods, by optimizing the proposed quality metrics via black-box optimization [6] or gradient-based methods [9].

**Problem Definition.** Assume an alignment \((qt, dt)\), where \(qt \in Q\) and \(dt \in D\), is given by an explanation model when \(f(q,d) \geq \theta_r\), i.e., the document \(d\) is predicted to be relevant to the query \(q\) by the model \(f\). The goal is to measure the faithfulness of this alignment to the behavior of model \(f\).

4 EVALUATION METRICS
We use the two criteria sufficiency and necessity [1] in our metrics. **Sufficiency** measures whether a rationale is sufficient for a model prediction by comparing the model output for the full input to its output for the input built from the rationale. **Necessity** measures whether a rationale captures only the necessary information by comparing the model output when the rationale is removed.

We first introduce how these metrics can be used to check alignment-independent rationale for document relevance, and show why they are not suitable for evaluating the faithfulness of alignment rationale explanations. We then propose a new set of metrics.

4.1 Alignment-Independent Metrics
Given that \(R(q,d) = 1\), a document span \(dt\) provides sufficient relevant information if \(R(q,d) = 1\), where the input \(dt\) to the model means the document content except the span \(dt\) is deleted or masked. Formally, this metric can be defined based on real-valued output (continuous score) or based on binary relevance labels of the model as follows.

\[
\text{AL.Suff}(q,d,dt) = -\left[ f(q,d) - f(q,dt) \right], \quad (1)
\]
\[
\text{AL.Suff}_b(q,d,dt) = \mathbf{1}_{\{\theta_r \leq f(q,dt)\}}, \quad (2)
\]

\(^1\)Code for reproducing experiments will be made available at https://github.com/youngwoo-u_mass/alignment_rationale

\(^2\)Based on binary-necessity category.
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Table 1: Preferences and accuracy of different metrics on two alignment methods: exact match (EM) and random. The cases where the difference between the deletion and substitution metrics are statistically significant (p < 0.01) are denoted with ‘*’. The numbers in bold (substitutions) are the ones that we consider better compared to the corresponding deletion based version.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metrics</th>
<th>EM</th>
<th>Random</th>
<th>Equal</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Necessity</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sufficiency</td>
<td>0.13*</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.87*</td>
<td>0.98*</td>
<td>0.87*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.66*</td>
<td>0.02*</td>
<td>0.32*</td>
<td>0.92*</td>
<td>0.33*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Necessity</td>
<td>0.78*</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.22*</td>
<td>0.83*</td>
<td>0.06*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.81*</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.18*</td>
<td>0.97*</td>
<td>0.16*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sufficiency</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.99*</td>
<td>0.87*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.94*</td>
<td>0.34*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Accuracy of exact match alignments for different units of query-side targets (qt).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metrics</th>
<th>EM</th>
<th>Random</th>
<th>Equal</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attention Mask</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Necessity</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sufficiency</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our main evaluation set consists of 3,176 cases where each case consists of a unique triple (query, text, query-side target qt). These cases are obtained by selecting 50 queries and the documents that are predicted to be relevant to them. We split documents by sentences, and filtered sentences that are predicted to be relevant to the query when they are fed individually. In the main evaluation setting, individual words are used as a query-side target.

Alignments. We analyze the behavior of each metric on two alignment methods: exact and random matches. The exact match alignment is built by selecting any word in the document that overlaps with the words of the query-side target qt. The overlap is compared in sub-word level. Random alignments are built by randomly selecting document tokens. Random alignments are controlled to have the same number of tokens as the exact-match alignments.

We assume that the exact match alignments are better than random on average. Thus, we can expect that an ideal metric prefers exact-match over random alignments. This does not imply that the ideal metric should prefer exact-match over random for every case since it is possible that in some cases random alignments may be better than the exact-match alignments. When measuring relative preferences of alignments by evaluation metrics, the cases where no exact match exists are excluded.

We also compare our metrics with another evaluation metric for alignments based on attention masks [9]. This metric drops attention flows between the two segments (query and document), except the token pairs that are predicted to be aligned. Section 2 provides more details about this metric. For the attention-mask metric, the binary version is not applicable because changing the attention mask results in a change of the model score by a small magnitude only, which does not flip the classification label (always relevant). Following Jiang et al. [9], the absolute difference of logistic scores are used to compute the metric.

Results. Table 1 shows the results of the various metrics on the two types of alignments. Relative preference shows how often exact-match or random alignment is preferred over the other by a metric. We removed the cases where exact match (EM) and Random had the same alignment prediction. Thus, the equal column of the table indicates the rates that randomly-aligned and exact-match tokens get the same preference by an evaluation metric, while the tokens are different. Accuracy indicates the rate that the score given by a metric is over the $\theta_b = 0.5$ (in case of attention mask, lower than $\theta_b$).

First, we observe that the attention-mask metric does not behave as expected. It prefers random alignments in almost half of the cases, which implies that this metric is capturing something different than the alignment rationales for relevance ranking. We investigated these cases to find out which tokens appear when the random alignment is preferred. The tokens for some special characters such as “,” or “?” appear more often in the preferred cases than their average frequencies. This implies that if an alignment contains “,” or “?” , it is more likely to be preferred over the exact match by the attention-mask metric compared to when the alignment contains other random tokens. One possible reason can be that the BERT-based ranker is using the tokens for these special characters to combine information, thus the matching tokens (such as common words in the query and document) are compared via these tokens. Another possibility can be that removing attention masks breaks the score calculation even if they do not play a role in the matching process.

Second, we observe that the substitution-based metrics have a lower rate of equal decisions compared to their corresponding deletion-based metrics. We conclude that the high equal rate of necessity-deletion metric indicates a clear failure of the metric. First, the cases with the same alignment were removed, thus compared alignments are always different. Second, the dataset is known to have many exact match terms between the queries and documents, thus a certain portion of exact-match alignments should be
considered better than the random ones. Thus, we conclude that the substitution-based metrics have advantages over the deletion-based metrics. We approximate the “coverage” of a metric as the portion of the data that the metric makes two different decisions on two different alignments. In case of binary-necessity, the deletion-based metric has coverage of 13% (13% + 0%) and substitution-based metric has coverage of 68% (66% + 2%).

We believe that the high accuracy of the necessity metrics is probably resulted from the perturbed queries \((qt \text{ or } qt + w)\) not being comparable to their corresponding original queries, thus yielding non-relevant predictions for all perturbations.

Next, we compare the binary metrics against their continuous versions. With the continuous metrics, the equal rate decreased to near zero. A large portion of the equal cases by the binary metrics are classified as preference to exact matches by the continuous metrics. From this trend, we expect that continuous metrics, that are sensitive to small differences in model scores, could be capable of preferring better alignments. Reduction in equal cases of the Necessity metric is mostly observed for cases that \(f(qt, dt)\) is near zero, \(f(qt, dt \setminus dt)\) for exact match \(dt\) is also near zero and is lower than \(f(qt, dt \setminus dt)\) for randomly aligned \(dt\).

**Query-side target** Finally, we compare the evaluation metrics when different segmentation units of queries are used for explanation, i.e., different query targets \(qt\). We built two datasets “high-idf spans” and “low-idf spans”. The original dataset consisting of individual words as \(qt\) is called “word”. For each query, we identified the query terms whose idf (inverse document frequency) values exceed a predefined threshold value. We select a continuous span of the query that covers these high-idf terms. These high-idf spans compose the “high-idf spans” dataset. The remaining low-idf spans, which can be at most two continuous segments per query, compose “low-idf spans”. For example, “Where is” constitutes the low-idf span and “SIGIR 2022” constitutes the high-idf span for the example query “Where is SIGIR 2022”. We expect the high-idf spans, such as entity names, to have more exact matches, because they are considered to be more important in determining relevance. In contrast, low-idf spans contain frequent words such as wh-words or stopwords (e.g., “where is”). Thus, exact match alignments would be less effective for low-idf spans.

Table 2 shows the accuracy of the exact match alignments on three span units: word, high-idf spans, and low-idf spans. Only scores for binary versions of metrics are reported as they are near identical to their corresponding continuous versions. The accuracy of low-idf spans and for high-idf spans is considerably lower than that of words. We attribute this to the fact that ‘word’ test set is too favorable to exact match, as it only considers cases when exact match is found. However, in these datasets with longer spans, some query terms in query-side target \((qt)\) may not appear in the document, which would lead to a lower performance of exact-match alignments. We can also observe that the difference between deletion-based metrics and substitution-based metrics gets larger in cases of sufficiency groups on low-idf spans.

**6 CONCLUSION**

This paper studies how the perturbation-based metrics can be used to evaluate alignment rationales for black-box document ranking models. The concepts of necessity and sufficiency are defined and applied to simultaneous perturbations of the query and document pair. Deletion-based metrics and substitution-based metrics are defined for each of the two concepts. The experiments show the characteristics of the metrics and demonstrate that substitution-based metrics are more successful than the deletion-based ones in preferring higher-quality alignments.
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